Euro Alpine Youth Alliance (EAYA)
Friday, Aug 2 – Saturday, Aug 10
Report: Arrival in Scheidegg (written by Ulrike)
Our Camp started in Scheidegg, a small village in Allgaeu, quite a lovely landscape with a view to the
Allgaeu Alps and near Lake Constance. As everyone had to get to Scheidegg on its own the trip to
Scheidegg was the first little adventure for our camp participants. In the course of the afternoon our
guests from Germany, Austria, Italy and Croatia arrived – unless the Slovenian group. They missed
their train in Ljubljana in the morning and were supposed to arrive after midnight. So we got to the
little station near Scheidegg and picked up five persons from the dark: our Slovenian group, including
Marta, the birthday girl. We were happy to see our group for the Youth camp complete now.

The complete “Scheidegg-Group”

Report: party (written by Marta from Slovenia)
I spent my 18th birthday travelling in a train, so my new friends decided to give me a special birthday
party. They were planning it all day and I didn’t even notice it. When I came into the “party room”,
with my eyes closes, everybody was quiet. So when I opened my eyes, a little birthday cake with
candles was in front of me and the whole group shouted: Happy birthday, Marta. Afterwards we had
much fun, “table dancing” and other interesting stuff.
I really enjoyed this party. Everybody became so much closer and we got to know each other so
much better. I am really thankful and I’ll remember it my whole life.
Report: climbing (written by Adelina from Germany)
On the 4th of August 2013 we went climbing in the adrenaline park that belongs to the „Scheidegger
Sportalm“. At first three guides were introducing our group in the general knowledge of climbing.
Then we formed three groups in order to practice the security system. After a quite short time we

Trust and…

…fun

dared to try some easy and also some difficult elements. It was a good opportunity to get to know
each other better because this activity is based on trust. I’m sure everyone had a lot of fun and
enjoyed this interesting and shiny day.
Report: Canyoing (written by Kristina from Croatia)
On the 6th of August 2013 the participants or EAYA went to Reutte in Austria for canyoing and
climbing. After putting on the neoprene suit and helmets we walked for about half an hour up the
river. It was a beautiful day, the sun was shining and the wind was blowing but we were still all
sweaty after reaching the top point. We cooled off in 15 degrees cold water after the first 4 meter
jump. Then we had to swim to 25 meters high waterfall where our two guides helped us rope down.
It was really esciting as you were siding down, touching the rocks with your feet and the water was
falling on you. I personally really liked the fact that the river itself was very clean and in some parts it
had this gorgeous torquise color which reminded me of home. We did two more off cliff jumps and
got to the next obstacle, an even bigger waterfall and we roped down again. Everyone was really
brave and almost everyone who decided to go, successfully finished all the tasks.
Special Olympics – Background (written by Melanie from Austria)
On Monday, Aug 5th,
we went to Kempten to visit the “Allgäuer Werkstätten” where the mentally and multiple
handicapped people find a place to work. There we got a tour around the place and they were so
kind to invite us for a very tasty lunch.
Also, Carsten Schenk, sports coordination at Special Olympics Bavaria, held a presentation about the
organization and history of Special Olympics and their Unified Sports Programme. These are some
facts we got to know:
-

The Special Olympics were founded in 1968 by Eugene Kennedy Shrivers, whose sister was
mentally handicapped.
The number of participants went from 1,000 in the year of founding to 320,000 members
nowadays.

-

The difference between Paralympics and Special Olympics is the mental handicap in the SOparticipants.
The Unified Sports Programe is an invention of Special Olympics for people with and without
handicap to come together to do sports.

7th August: Special Olympics (written by Donato from Italy)
The sixth day of our camp was dedicated to one of the most important initiative whose purpose is to
help mental-handicapped people through sport. This event was born in 1968 and used to have only
1000 participants, but nowadays it involves even more than 3.200.000 people. It was an honor and a
pleasure for us to be able to make this people smile just through playing sports with them. Firstly we
had the possibility to choose a partner in order to form a team and play several matches of
stocksport, a typical Bavarian game. It was really nice to play since almost nobody of us knew how to
play, so teams were really balanced and everybody could feel involved as an important part of the
game. Then we finished and those who wanted could play ground hockey, and also this experience
helped to increase team spirit and the collaboration between us and handicapped people.

Ground hockey increase ….

… team spirit

After the matches, we all went to a grill party in order to eat something together and know each
other better. Many of us felt really good and pleased after this experience and we really hope to
repeat it soon.
August 8, 2013 (written by Melanie)
After having workshops in the morning and a funny room inspection in the afternoon, we went to
see the mayor of Scheidegg, Ulrich Pfanner, who told us some interesting facts about the town.
Then we visited the “Heimatmuseum” of Scheidegg, where we had a short guided tour by very lovely
town members.
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Afterwards we went to Scheideggs “skywalk” – a path from the ground to the height of 40 meters in
the forest above a hill. The view would have been breathtaking, if there wasn’t so much fog.
August 9, 2013 (written by Donato)
Zeppelin Museum

Zeppelin Museum Friedrichshafen

Unteruhldingen: rainy day

We concluded our stay in Scheidegg visiting the Zeppelin museum, and it was one of the most
interesting places we saw during the first week.The museum, which concerns the tragedy of Zepplin
in Friedrichshafen, is actually huge and very modern and one of the most particular aspect of the
exposition is that it does not contain many precious pieces but is actually so well structured that the
visit was really pleasing and even amusing in some moments. For example, there were many
reconstructions of the zeppelin that showed how it was like and how it worked. After that we want
to Unteruhldingen in order to see another museum dedicated to palafitte (Pfahlbautenmuseum). It
was divided into 2 parts. The first one was an internal and consisted in several projections on screens
in order to introduce palafitte in stone age, in which consisted the second external part. We were
really glad about visiting this open museum since it was not only interesting but only original.
August 11, 2013 (written by Kristina) Bike tour through Munich
We gathered at the very end of the famous Marienplatz with our tour guide Elliot. Everyone picked
out their own bike, purple, blue, black, vintage looking and even hot pink for some of the girls. Our
first stop was the national theatre of Bavaria which was gradually opened for the general public and
is now a grandesque monument of the refine art. We peddled around the palace to the all white
church. Her pale yellow fassade from the outside hide all the beauty of simplicity inside. The interior
is all in white, the statues along with the ceiling were bathing in piercing light. We felt the summer
breeze through our hair while we were driving towards the English Garden. There were a lot of
people walking, swimming and even surfing. We made a quick stop at the Chinese Tower where we
refreshed with a mixture of beer and lemonade (“Radler”). A bit light-headed but cheerful we drove
back to the starting point. Conclusion: lovely day, a lot of sun, exercise and fun!
August 12, 2013 (written by Adelina)
On Aug 12 the Euro Alpine Youth Alliance visited the “Bavaria Filmstudios” from 10 – 12:30 h during
their stay in Munich. The belonging guidance we enjoyed there took approximately three hours. Our
guide Sandrina explained to us some movie tricks and film background information on certain movies
like Charlie Chaplin, Die wilden Kerle, König Ludwig II, Das Boot, Asterix & Obelix, Sturm der Liebe
und “Wickie”-movies. The most interesting (Filmtechnik) was the Blue Green Screen, e. g. for the
weather forecast, to add things or backgrounds or to hide unpleasant things in certain movie scenes.
It was adventurous because the guide involved us in her demonstration. Therefore we really enjoyed
this sunny and improve the day at the Bavaria Filmstadt we want to thank everyone who realized this
day.

Bavaria Filmstudios: Scene

Lake Starnberg: Sailing

August 13, 2013 (written by Marta)
In the morning we visited the Maximilaneum, the home of the Bavarian Parliament. We met one of
the delegates in charge of migration who gave some insights in his daily work. We had an interesting
discussion with him about actual migration topics.
In the afternoon we went to Lake Starnberg. There we had the great possibility to sail and row with
some guys of Lions Club Starnberg. They also prepared a wonderful grill dinner for us. While we were
eating a three-men-band performed Jazz music. We really enjoyed this beautiful afternoon and want
to contemplate all the organizers who made this day possible.

August 14, 2013 Staatskanzlei (written by Kristina)

We were honored to have been given the opportunity to visit the government of Bavaria and also the
deputy of the minister for European affairs. We had a small tour through the building which is very
interesting from an architectural point of view as it is covered in glass. That created a problem with
the heat in summer, so they have placed pipes with cold water to cool the air between the wall and
the walking areas and it has worked. Afterwards we had a very lively debate about the position and
the future way of the EU. We have learned an important lesson that you have to balance every idea

and decision that follows. The deputy pointed out that we should do more on presenting and giving
information about EU, EU laws to the general public. People should take part in the European
election in May 2014 and make sure that their voice gets heard.

On tour through the building

Discussion about EU

August 14, 2013 Rafting(written by Donato)
One of our most extreme experiences during our stay in Munich was the one we had on Aug 14. We
went to Einöd near Wolfratshausen in order to raft. For many of us it was the first time to do rafting,
so it was really difficult , especially the weather conditions were really awful since the water was
freezing and the temperature around 20 degrees Celsius. We divided into four groups, each one
containing six people in a rubber dinky. We rafted about an hour and a half and in the end we were
really frozen and exhausted. It was also quite windy but fortunately the waves on our river were not
dangerous. Anyway the experience, although it was really extreme, was amazing and really made us
a much closer group. In the end, the members of the Lions Club München-Geiselgasteig that hosted
us organized a fantastic dinner to warm us up and everybody of us really enjoyed it.
17/18 th August (written by Donato)
The longest night for us was certainly the one we spent to reach Cisano di Bardolino, where we
concluded our amazing experience. We’ve spent this night in a bus that took us to Lake Garda.
It lasted about seven hours, and almost nobody could really sleep since someone had problem with
the journey and the temperature inside the bus was freezing. Anyway, at six o’clock we got down the
bus and the landscape we could admire was really awesome: it was the sunrise in Garda lake, the
biggest and best-known Italian lake.

Sunrise at Garda Lake

After solving some problems with the reception- they couldn’t take care of our baggage- we had
probably the best breakfast during the whole camp.
Later we spent some free time in order to organize our rooms and those who wanted could go
swimming in the Garda lake.
Finally, we were invited by the members of Benacus Lions Club to have a dinner in an Italian
restaurant, that was for most of us one of the best gifts we could receive.
We can say that we were really perfectly received and our stay in Cisano started in the best way.
Visiting Cisano, its church and the “Don Andrea’s albergo” (written by Ulrike)
All the time we spent in Cisano Marina and Mario from Lions Club Benacus took care of us. They
organized almost everything for us and turned out to be wonderful companions. On Tuesday we
visited the really ancient church (rebuilt in 1130) and Don Andrea showed us its highlights. Don
Andrea is strongly involved with his community and its children. In some buildings belonging to the
church he installed a meeting point for young people to do sports, meet friends and have the
opportunity to talk. We could meet some of the young people during a summer fete. They performed
a little theatre which we enjoyed very much. We shouldn’t forget the risotto and the delicious
desserts we were offered. Again: One of the lovely days we could spend in Italy.
Bike tour in Lago di Garda (written by Kristina)
We woke up a bit early in the morning and walked to a near by Ceaser therm where we collected our
bikes. We were accompanied by representatives of the Red cross Italia, especially the young
members which explained us what do they do and how does their work help the people. Many of
them told that this membership means a lot to them and they volunteraly work for free and spend
their free time this way.

In good company...

..on our Bike tour at Lago di Garda

We drove through the shore to a small near by city, a very old port on lago di Garda where we
looked at the San Nicolo church, a very old, romanesque church and enjoyed a nice cup of ice cream
in the gelateria next door. We have ridden our bycicles for the next three hours till we had well
deserved meal in a Italian restaurant. After the lunch we had some free time, during which we
completed the workshop assigments and evaluations and then used the last hour for a cooling swim
in the lake. Before heading for dinner we had our official presentation of the evaluation of the camp
with commentaries and later in the evening we were presented by the certificates of appreciation
and Youth passes. After the formal part, we spoiled ourselves with a fare-well party which lasted to
the long hours of the night.

Visit to Verona (written by Kristina)
After delicious breakfast in our camp restaurant we caught a bus to Verona, where we arrived in the
morning hours. One of our Lions friends was kind enough to give us the tour through the city. The
famous amfitheater, monuments, bridges, statues, piazza di Erbe and last but not the least, the
famous Giuletta house. Our tour lasted for more than four hours so we really learned a lot about
Verona and its history and of course, the story of Romeo and Giuliettta, the greatest landmark of the
city, captured in history by William Shakespeare.
During our free time most of us bought some fresh fruit in the main market and then we scattered
off to the wonderful shops in the surrounding to make one last gift shoppin

Shopping in Verona

A beautiful day for all of us

In the the evening we were kindly invited to a Lions friend house, his terase on a building
overviewing Verona. We were served some delicious parmesan cheese with salami and barbeque
prepared meat. We are extremely grateful for their invitation and hospitality which we will never
forget. With full stomaches and happy mood we boarded the bus back to our camp hotel.
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